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 the Government range was at Mile End, 13$. 4^. was
given to Blase Ballard, gunner, ' towards his leche craft
of his hands and face lately hurte at Myles ende by
fortune shoting of a gunne,3 l and this is not the only
hint we have that these weapons were sometimes as
dangerous to their users as to the enemy.
The Germans and Dutch were particularly expert in
the manufacture of guns, and we find Matthew de Vlenk
1 gonnemaker' in the service of Richard II,2 while
Godfrey Goykyn, one of four ' gunnemeystres ' from
Germany, who were serving Henry V during the last
years of his reign,3 was employed in 1433 to finish off
three great iron cannon which Walter Thomasson had
begun to make.4 These cannon threw balls of fourteen,
sixteen, and eighteen inches diameter, respectively, so
that presumably they were ' bombards ' or mortars, and
probably similar in type to one found in the moat of
Bodiam Castle, and now at Woolwich ; 5 the core of this
specimen, which is of 15-inch calibre, is of cast iron, the
outer casing being formed of a series of bands of wrought
iron, and it was probably made in Sussex. It was in
this county, at Newbridge in Ashdown Forest, that
Simon Ballard in 1497 cast large quantities of iron shot,0
those for 4 bombardells ' weighing as much as 225 Ib.
each, so that they had to be placed in the guns by means
' hakbusses of iren ' were broken in action.—Exch. Tr. of R., Misc.
Bks., 7, f. 140.
1	Exch. Tr. of R., Misc. Bks., 8, f. 134.
2	Early Chanc. Proc., 78, no. 81.
3	Issue R. of Exch., 382.
4	Foreign R., 12 Hen. VI, m. JD.
» Figured in Suss. Arch. Cull., xlvi.
0 He was paid at the rate of 10^. the hundredweight, iixeh. Tr.
of K., Misc. Bks., 8, f. 139.
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